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Jay Goodbinder has written this book with the hope that you will never feel empty again after
reading it. It’s a book filled with hope and promise. This book was written to support you in
knowing how to succeed in achieving your dreams and goals without being afraid of failure. The
most successful people in the world fail many times before they succeed. Actually, there’s no
failure at all; there’s only failure to try.In this book you will:•Learn How to Live in Eternal
Bliss•Receive Tools to Gain Health and Happiness•Discover New Ways to Find Peace and Well-
Being•Experience Your Dreams Coming True Daily•Thank God for Every Breath and Never Fear
Again“This book will give you the information and opportunity to achieve everything you’ve ever
wanted. It’s right in front of you.” – Bob Proctor, Speaker, Author, and Featured Teacher from The
Secret“Defending Your Life will inspire and motivate you to achieve all your dreams.” – Dr. Charlie
Webb, Leading Expert in Optimizing Health“This book reveals ways to achieve a healthy self and
work toward taking care of your body so that your soul can find its way into this world.” –
Shannon Burnett-Gronich, Event Producer, Author, and Publicity Expert“Defending Your Life
encourages you to make a plan and ways to achieve it. It all starts with you.” – Dr. Stephanie J.
Clark, Author of the book, A.L.I.V.E.Excerpts from the book:Energy flow: Push your limits every
day; grow, work out, take care of yourself, and become more efficient in producing that
energy.Metaphysics: Once you undress your soul and show people who you are, you have a
completely clear lens, and everyone cansee you. You are naked, and you have no reason to fear
anything.Personal Success: The more you focus on gratitude, the less you stress about other
things. You probably aren’t going to be asjudgmental of others either, because you’re not worried
about your own existence.

About the AuthorTianjun Liu, O.M.D., is Director of the Qigong research laboratory at Beijing
University of Chinese Medicine where he has taught Qigong for more than twenty years. He is
also secretary general of the National Qigong Education and Study Association, secretary
general of China Academic Society of Medical Qigong, and the first government approved
academic mentor for Ph.D. candidates in the field of medical Qigong in China. For the past
decade, Dr. Liu has been Editor in Chief of Qigong Study in Chinese Medicine, the only official
Qigong textbook used in universities and colleges of traditional Chinese medicine in China. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionExploring classic Qigong meditation
from the perspective of modern psychology, parapsychology and cognitive science --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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DEFENDING YOUR LIFEYour Guide to Amazing Successes and Incredible HealthByDr. Jay M.
GoodbinderEbook Tops Kindle EditionCopyright © 2016 Jay M. GoodbinderAll rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means without
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
articles and reviews.This material has been written and published solely for educational
purposes. The author and the publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any
person or entity with respect to any loss, damage, or injury caused or alleged to be caused
directly or indirectly by the information contained in this book.The author of this book does not
dispense medical advice or prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment for
physical, emotional, or medical problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or
indirectly. The intent of the author is only to offer information of a general nature to help the
reader in the quest for well-being. In the event that any of the information in this book is used for
self or others, which is a constitutional right, the author and the publisher assume no
responsibility for the actions of the reader.Statements made in this book have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This book and its contents are not intended to
diagnose, treat, or cure any infection, injury, or illness, or prevent any disease. Results vary and
each person’s experience is unique.Statements made and opinions expressed in this
publication are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the publisher or
indicate an endorsement by the publisher.DedicationThis book is dedicated to my wonderful
wife and kids who support me and help me feel my purpose every day. Without them, my focus
would be less clear, and I wouldn’t be able to help as many people.AcknowledgementsThanks
to my wife, Darcy, and sons, Gabriel and Benjamin, who inspire me to push myself further every
day, further than I ever dreamed possible. They taught me how to truly love others and how to
feel love.Thanks to my parents who held steady when I went through rough times. They didn’t let
me quit on myself.Thanks to Chad Yonker for our talks on philosophy, metaphysics, life, and just
being a great friend.Thanks to Charlie Webb who taught me the importance of mentors, and
who has helped me structure a path to
success.ContentsDedicationAcknowledgementsIntroductionCHAPTER ONE: Recognizing the
Spiritual SelfThe Universal SubconsciousYou Are Here for the Good of Your PersonIf It’s Good
for Your Person, It’s Good for EverythingCHAPTER TWO: The Physical Being That You’re Here
to ProtectYour Physical Self is ImportantThe Physical Self as a ChildKeeping the Balance
Between Achievement and HappinessCHAPTER THREE: Sensory PerfectionWhy is Sensory
Perfection Important?Understanding the Corporeal WorldThe Playground for EternityCHAPTER
FOUR: The Lens to See the Truth of the Corporeal WorldSharpening Your SensesThree Ways to
Focus Your LensAchieving Your GoalsCHAPTER FIVE: Achieving a Perfect Sensory SelfGiving
the Body What It NeedsGiving the Mind What It NeedsGiving the Angel What It
NeedsCHAPTER SIX: Nourishing Your Being (Diet)Eating Real FoodEating With
CompassionEating with PurposeCHAPTER SEVEN: Exercising Your BeingPushing Your
LimitsEfficient Energy FlowExcercising for PurposeCHAPTER EIGHT: Connecting With Your



BeingYour Being Is Your EgoFulfilling Your Purpose Feeds Your EgoFulfilling Your Purpose
Feeds the Universal SubconsciousCHAPTER NINE: Experiencing Your Heavenly
ExistenceEnjoying the ProcessThere is No Wrong PathAll Things are AttainableConclusionNext
StepsAbout the AuthorIntroductionI started writing this book because I wanted to teach people
how to keep themselves healthy—how to eat, how to exercise appropriately, and how to have
the proper mindset. But this goal turned into something else, something much greater. I wrote
this book because I wanted to help people improve their lives. In the past, I placed a lot of
pressure and weight on the physiologic part of health. I am a natural healthcare provider, and I
worked hard to keep my kids, my wife, and myself—all the people I love—as healthy as possible,
by eating right, exercising, and maintaining a positive attitude.While working, I began to
understand that all things are possible, no matter what. It is important to take care of yourself,
and it is important to take care of your body. However, I think this book, more than anything,
explains why all things are possible and that there’s never a reason to fear.You will always be
okay.Nothing bad is going to happen to you. You are going to make it. You can absolutely
achieve your dreams if you want to.This book is about changing your life. You may start as soon
as you finish this book or as soon as you begin reading. Once you’ve read it, you can’t unread
the book. You will have knowledge that you never had before, and I expect you will use this
knowledge.In this book, we explore:• What does it mean to live spiritually in this world?• What
will it take to help achieve all your dreams and goals?• Why should you never fear anything
along the way?• How does doing your best fit into the achievement puzzle?• How does saving
yourself save everyone else?I was in a rough, dark place. I struggled. For the majority of my life, I
didn’t understand my purpose. I was depressed. I wasn’t well. I didn’t take care of myself.
Everything was about me and fulfilling all my selfish needs, but I was never happy.It was like
filling up a cup of water that had a hole in the bottom. No matter how much I would fill it up, it
would drain back out, and I would be left empty. I wrote this book because I want you to never
feel empty again. I want you to know you can achieve anything you’ve ever wanted to achieve. I
wrote this book because I think it will help you understand how to succeed.I want you to know
that you can achieve your dreams and goals without being afraid of failure. The most successful
people in the world fail many times before they succeed. Actually, there’s no failure at all; there’s
only failure to try.I wrote this book because I want to inspire and motivate you, and give you
guidelines to help understand that nothing bad will ever happen. Everything is going to work out,
and everything is achievable. I wrote this because I want to be lifted up myself. I want you to be
lifted up. I want your friends and loved ones to be lifted up. I want my friends and loved ones to
be lifted up.You fulfilling your dreams helps me fulfill mine, and for everyone else to fulfill theirs.
My hope is that this book will inspire and motivate you to achieve all your dreams. I wish you the
best.Read the chapters one by one, giving yourself a chance to think about what you read. I
cover in-depth, abstract thoughts in this book. I also discuss motivation. If you feel motivated and
inspired after you read each chapter, act right away to show you’re willing to start working,
achieving, and attaining.The chapters connect to each other, but they stand alone as well. Every



time you read a page or chapter or section of the book, think about how it affects you. Apply the
information to your life.Ask yourself: How is this true in my life?When my words make sense to
you, act on them immediately. Start doing what you want to do. Life is too short for anything else.
Read this book and act. Read this book, and think about what you’ve done. Think about what
you’ve learned. Do not passively read this book. This book should become part of you and help
you achieve all your dreams and goals.The most successful people in the world have mentors
and make quick decisions. This book will mentor you as you achieve your goals and also help
you make quick decisions.Start now by thinking about how your life will change and about your
next achievement.I hope that you will:• Live in eternal bliss• Gain health and happiness• Find
peace and well-being• Experience your dreams coming true• Thank God for every breath•
Never fear againYou deserve to be happy. You deserve to feel good, knowing that you have
worked hard for something and achieved it. The way to accomplish that is to work hard so you
can achieve it, and then feel good about it.I hope that at the end of every day, you sleep well,
knowing that you’ve done your best. I hope that all your family and friends are proud of you, and
they find inspiration in you. I hope you get to see them achieve, feel happy, sleep like a baby, and
be inspired by themselves and people around them. I hope that you can help us all be lifted up.
It’s up to you now. Enjoy!CHAPTER ONE:Recognizing the Spiritual SelfThe Universal
SubconsciousPeople from all over the world use different words for the spiritual Self or the
Universal Subconscious. Different peoples say God, Allah, or Hashem. In whatever religion they
practice, persons of faith believe in the universal subconscious or our spiritual self. I point to faith
specifically because science argues that spiritual truth doesn’t make sense. Science says that
only facts are true. Spirituality would be labeled science if it was provable, but the fact is that it is
faith.Our life experience tells us that something connects us, brings us all together. The word
faith itself means taking a leap or believing an idea that might not be provable by science;
nevertheless you believe it because everything in your being tells you that it is real.Spirit Goes
Through All ThingsWhen I say spirit—the universal subconscious, God, or whatever you name it
—moves through all, I mean that every single entity within our corporeal world, what we see in
front of us, is embodied with some level of truth, love, or energy that you may define as a Higher
Being. Consider the picture frame in front of you; it was crafted or envisioned by a human being
using divine guidance. It is all there in that simple object.Now the question we have to ask
ourselves is whether we are using our divine guidance or using some primitive, more instinctual,
worldly need to develop our ideas and projects.Is this a question of wrong versus right, good
versus bad?As long as you feel strongly that your action is right, in the best interest of the world
by helping other people, or at the bare minimum, helping yourself and not hurting anyone else,
your intention is driven by divine guidance. The spirit that moves through me realizes my needs
and the needs of the world. We are all connected, so if my intention is rooted in love or in birthing
a helpful idea, that’s great.Most people see their Higher Being as love and not fear. If you’re
guided by fear, you are not being guided by love. Therefore, you’re not being guided by the spirit
that moves through all things; you’re not guided by the universal subconscious. You are crawling



away from God.You need to have a clear perception of what is actually the truth of the world,
versus some indescribable perception created by a blurry lens. Your spiritual self, your soul,
needs clarity about the world in order to help yourself, nature, and other human beings when you
are making decisions. Then, you can truly help everyone.I Love UsI believe that our Higher Being
—our God, our energy, our universal subconscious—is comprised of love, not fear. I love us
expresses our extension into human reality. Obviously, our spiritual self is much greater than
what we can see. The world is an eggshell, and we are everything within.I love us means:• I
understand what the person across from me is saying.• I understand I need to work through this
situation to find a learning moment.• I understand that whatever others are experiencing, I am
experiencing as well.My ego may not perceive these meanings because I’m struggling within
myself. But, anyone who’s struggling, who has a problem or disagreement with me, or with
whom you may butt heads clearly means the best.I don’t think anyone specifically wants to harm
the human race. People want to help the whole human race, including themselves. Occasionally,
someone acts as our antithesis—or the negative to our positive—when in reality, everyone is
trying to do what’s best. Good communication with the understanding of truth serves us again so
that we can all make the right decisions and ensure the achievement of our goals.If you can
simmer down your emotions—some of which are purely your corporeal being—the person that
you see in the mirror is the best you. You can see that you are looking at a true representation of
your whole self, which includes your spiritual self and your physical self. You can achieve clarity
about your whole self.No matter who you encounter or confront, understand that it’s not their
intention to harm you. Perhaps they’re running from fear, and they’re scared that you’re going to
hurt them. Perhaps they can’t perceive the truth of the world because they are deluded by an
unhealthy physical self. We’re all here to find the connection of our corporeal self to our spiritual
self. People mean well, unless they really can’t see the truth. Perfecting your physical self so that
your spiritual self can see through the lens of your body is vital.GodGod is a word that we use to
describe everything I’ve been writing about. Understand that God is true Love, and if we were to
live solely within God and the spiritual world, we would not have our egos. We wouldn’t be able
to see ourselves in the mirror. We wouldn’t be able to accept that we are separate people.
Rather, we would be part of everything moving through all things, with no judgments of ourselves
or anyone else.If we existed as infinity, as part of the whole, we might be able to perceive things.
We wouldn’t perceive with our mind, but rather, with our entire energy that connects to
everything. We would feel events in the corporeal world, but not understand them. For that
understanding, we need our more primitive mind—the brain—that is our system of interpreting
the corporeal world.I love the idea of prayer. I think it’s a wonderful thing. I think it’s wonderful to
understand how truly blessed you are. Every day you can be grateful for what you are being
given and take the opportunity to see your spiritual self inside of the corporeal face in the
mirror.Let’s say you had a piece of fruit for breakfast. You could say thanks for the meal. Or, you
could mourn that you didn’t get to eat that fancy breakfast at a fancy restaurant.If you say thanks
for the piece of fruit and understand how useful it is to your body, you will realize:• You are not



starving.• You have all your faculties.• You are blessed.It’s amazing to understand that every
single day you are blessed with one breath of life after another.You Are Here for the Good of
Your PersonYou are here for the good of your person. You are the guardian angel of the one you
see in the mirror, the animal that you are. Your body has animal instincts. You are trying to
survive. That is your body’s mechanism. It’s primitive, struggling. Your body doesn’t reach up to
attain higher goals, but your spiritual self, or guardian angel, contains divine guidance. You are
trying to take care of this corporeal being. It is a temple to house our divine source.The EgoThat
person you see in the mirror is your ego, and it is important. We’re all in the world to attain a
purpose, and our ego—or the person we see in the mirror, the person who we embody—needs
and deserves care.Your ego has needs:• To feel important• To feel like it has a purpose• To feel
pleasure, happiness, and other emotions that human beings feelIn order to achieve, we have to
work; that’s the hard part. As humans, we’d prefer to sit down and receive whatever we want. We
long to click a button and say what we’d like to appear. I worked seven years after my
undergraduate education to become a doctor. It would have been easier if after high school I
simply said I wanted to be a doctor, and then magically turned into one with all the knowledge I
have without the work of school.That’s not the way it is, and there were other driving factors. I
wanted to take care of my father, who was born with a heart defect called hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. His father died very young of the same heart defect. My father suffered a heart
attack on the table when they were trying to put a stent into his heart and ended up with a
pacemaker.I, too, was diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. A cardiologist told me I
could never run or do any cardiovascular activity and that I would need beta-blockers for life. I
refused to take them. I felt that if I took responsibility and accountability for myself and tried to
keep myself as healthy as possible, chances were the genetic code I have wouldn’t cause me
trouble.Seven years after I was diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, tests showed no
change at all, no progression. I’m managing my condition without medical therapy. I take care of
myself and take accountability for myself, for my ego.The same can be true for you. You may
have different genetic predispositions to whatever disease—diabetes, hyperthyroid,
autoimmune diseases like colitis, Crohn’s disease, and psoriatic arthritis. You need to protect
your ego.I also have psoriatic arthritis. My hand swelled, and I had to go through the medical
process of injections. Nothing worked. I had a big, swollen hand and psoriasis from head to toe.
It wasn’t getting better. I had to take accountability and protect my ego. I did, and now I am on no
medication and I am disease free.Your spiritual self cannot obtain its divine purpose here on
Earth unless you take care of your ego as well. That means keeping ego in check; being humble
enough to understand that anything you achieve here is because of hard work. You are not given
achievement because you deserve it. There’s nothing better than hard work. You must cultivate
the ability, the foresight, and the drive to work hard to get what you want; there’s nothing better. If
you are willing to work hard, regardless of outcome, you’ve achieved greatness whether
recognized or not. You’re actually training your ego to attain things greater than before you
started working.Your Body Is Like Your ChildYou should handle your ego as if it were a child. If



you’re a parent, you know that you want your kid to be happy, but you also want what’s best for
your child. I’m a father of two, and I know every day I want my kids to be as happy as possible.
But, happiness isn’t the end-all and be-all.I also want them to be and become achievers.Yeah, I
want my kids to be able to go out and play, and I can think: They’re exercising their body, which is
wonderful.I can also make them happy if I tell them to sit down in front of the TV and watch it all
day. They would be happy, but they’ve been given entertainment. They haven’t worked for
anything, so their bodies become weak and their minds become weak, because they’re no
longer working for their pleasure. They’ve been given nothing of lasting value.Treat your body
like a child. Feed your body what it needs. Exercise your body the way it needs. In order for your
body to work appropriately, your body also needs spirituality to let it know that it’s not alone, it’s
not by itself, and it actually does have purpose.Yes, you have carnal needs:• The need for
connection• The need for love• The need for intimacyMeeting those needs is important to your
body, and it’s important to your spiritual self as well. If you were to let your body tell you to eat
fast food every day or to eat all sorts of candy bars, your body’s going to be sick. That will inhibit
your spiritual self and your ego from fulfilling their purpose.There is a place for pleasure, but
there’s also a place for achievement. We’ll talk about that later, when we discuss the balance
between the two.The good of your person includes keeping it safe, helping it fulfill its purpose,
and helping it be happy. Happiness often comes as delayed gratification. Instant gratification can
make you happy in the moment, but delayed gratification can create a longer-lasting
happiness.At all times, you should be thinking: Is this something that I need to be happy?If I
create happiness right now, will it decrease my happiness later?If It’s Good for Your Person, It’s
Good for EverythingWhen I call the Divine the universal subconscious, I mean that we all share
it. If you can create positive thoughts and feelings for yourself and for everyone you contact, the
entire universal subconscious is steeped in achievement, happiness, and love. You’re
completely found; you’re no longer lost.InterconnectednessWe are interconnected. As I look
across my desk and I see my wife and kids’ pictures, I know that we are connected. I can look
out into my waiting room and see my patients and know that we are connected, as we are all
connected to the universal subconscious. We are one entity; we’re just experiencing ourselves
through these egos that we see in the mirror.While you’re here for the best interests of your ego,
your body, and your purpose, that purpose shouldn’t prevent other people from fulfilling theirs.
We are all equal entities of a divine being, seeing each other here in the corporeal world.When
you experience dislike or distaste, you are dealing with something within yourself. If you hate
someone, you’re dealing with the inside of you. It’s not the other person you hate. Never doubt
that when you are upset or hate someone, it’s probably something that you hate inside yourself.
Work with yourself and let the other person work on their own internal issues.
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Brad Franklin, “Nice spiritual encouraging work.. Good book for young (at heart) seekers looking
for perspective and insight.”

Mark, “Goodbinder is a great man, I love and trust him. Dr. Goodbinder is a great man, I love and
trust him. Buy and read his book, it will change you for the better.”

The book by Tianjun Liu has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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